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Abstract—Barrier synchronization, an essential mechanism for a block of threads to guard data consistency, is regarded as a threat to
performance. This study, however, provides a different viewpoint for barrier synchronization on GPUs: adding barrier synchronization,
even when functionally unnecessary, can improve the performance of some memory-intensive applications. We explain this
phenomenon using a memory contention model in which artificial barrier synchronization helps reduce memory contention and
preserve data access locality. To yield practical applications, we identify a program pattern: artificial barrier synchronization can be
used to synchronize the memory accesses when the data locality among threads is violated. Empirical results from three real-world
applications demonstrate that artificial barrier synchronization can increase performance by 10 to 20 percent.
Index Terms—Graphics processors, synchronization, parallel languages, resource contention
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INTRODUCTION

B

ARRIER synchronization for a group of processing units
(PUs) is a mechanism to stop the execution of PUs at
certain points in the program, called synchronization
points, until all of the PUs in the group reach those points.
When the computational loads among PUs are highly
unbalanced, barrier synchronization can dramatically
reduce processor utilization. Many performance optimization strategies have been proposed to minimize the number
of synchronization points or to enhance the load-balancing
among processing units for performance [1], [2], [3], [4], [5].
This study, however, presents a counter-intuitive phenomenon that, for graphics processing units (GPUs), adding
unnecessary barriers can enhance application performance.
The barrier synchronization operation discussed is the
__syncthreads() command in CUDA[6], which is effective for all of the threads in a thread block. The phenomenon
is first demonstrated in a memory-testing program in which
each thread tests different memory cells in a loop. Inserting
an unnecessary __syncthreads() command at the end of
the loop body makes the execution faster.
We investigate and explain this phenomenon using a
memory contention model, which shows that artificial barrier synchronization can relieve memory contention and
preserve data access locality by synchronizing the memory
requests of a thread block. Without barriers, the threads of
different progresses may compete for the same cache line,
which increases cache misses.
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For the use of artificial barrier synchronization in applications, this study identifies a program pattern, which is
presented in Fig. 1. In the program pattern, the threads
access the GPU device memory frequently and perform
simple computations in a loop. The accessed data should
have a certain level of locality (e.g., data in a consecutive
memory space); however, multiple simultaneous-independent memory requests cause the memory contention and
pollute the data locality. Under these conditions, adding an
artificial barrier at the end of the loop can improve the GPU
memory performance.
Our survey indicate that this program pattern appears in
real-world applications. As examples, we present two
CUDA SDK programs: one for vector addition and one for
scalar product, and one bio-informatics application, MUMmerGPU [7], to demonstrate the usefulness of artificial barrier insertion. MUMmerGPU is a GPU program that aligns
queried strings with a single reference string.
We conducted experiments on three GPU devices: a
GeForce GTX 295, a GeForce GTX 480, and a GeForce
GTX 690 (see Section 1 of the supplement, which can be
found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://
doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.2013.133).
The experimental results showed that artificial barrier
synchronization can yield performance improvements as
high as 22, 15 and 12 percent for the vector addition, scalar product and MUMmerGPU, respectively. Performance
analyses indicated that the vector addition program
receives an improvement when the DRAM is accessed,
whereas the scalar product and sequence alignment programs receive an improvement when either the cache or
DRAM is accessed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 briefly reviews two related topics: barrier synchronization and memory contention. Section 3 describes the
observed phenomenon using a memory-testing kernel and
presents a memory model to explain this phenomenon.
Section 4 presents the program pattern with the necessary
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synchronization is achieved when the GPU kernel execution finishes). Xiao and Feng [16] also presented two
global barrier synchronization mechanisms based on the
__syncthreads() command. Feng and Xiao [17] investigated the performance and correctness of GPU-based
global synchronization.
Burtscher and Pingali [5] and Alcantara [18] utilized
__syncthreads() commands to avoid performing too
much unwanted memory access. The additional barrier synchronization used in this study can increase memory performance by delaying the necessary memory operations.
Fig. 1. Program pattern for the use of artificial barrier synchronization.

conditions for the use of artificial barrier synchronization.
Section 5 introduces the three example applications and
compares their experimental results with and without artificial barrier synchronization. The last section concludes this
study with a list of proposals for future work.

2

RELATED WORK

This study explores the relationship between artificial barrier synchronization and memory performance on modern
GPUs. A literature search indicates that no studies have previously investigated this issue. This section briefly provides
a survey of two related subjects: barrier synchronization
and memory contention.

2.1 Barrier Synchronization
A wide variety of barrier synchronization mechanisms
have been reported in the literature. Barrier synchronization mechanisms are specifically tailored for dedicated
environments, such as shared-memory multiprocessors
[8], [9], multi-clusters [10], [11] and super-computers [12].
Hardware-based implementations provide low latency,
whereas software-based or hybrid implementations feature adaptability and scalability.
Apart from the implementations for CPU systems, the
CUDA programming model provides a lightweight barrier
command, __syncthreads(), to coordinate warps (i.e.,
groups of threads) in the same thread block for general-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU).
The __syncthreads() command incurs low overhead,
as indicated in the CUDA programming guide [6] and as
reported by Wong et al. [13], to achieve its purpose.
Imposing barrier synchronization on thread execution
could lower the utilization of multiprocessors. Research on
performance optimization has investigated how to coordinate the thread execution and how to reduce the use of barrier synchronization. GPU-based algorithms [4], [5], for
example, replaced block-level synchronization with warplevel synchronization. (A description of warp-level synchronization can be found in Section 1.1 of the supplement,
available online.) Another method for eliminating barrier
synchronization is to place the variables that originally
resided in shared memory to register file [14].
In addition to block-level synchronization, Volkov and
Demmel [15] first implemented a global barrier synchronization that enables synchronization across GPU thread
blocks. The proposed implementation has less cost
than the CPU-based global synchronization (i.e., global

2.2 Memory Contention
There has been a significant amount of research regarding
resource contention issues. The purpose of reducing contention is not only to improve performance but also to guarantee quality of service (QoS) in the system. For cache
contention, Qureshi and Patt [19] proposed cache partitioning to minimize the cache misses caused by the co-running
applications, whereas Fedorova et al. [20] and Zhuravlev
et al. [21] presented cache-aware schedulers that try to fairly
execute threads by isolating the cache-sensitive applications
to different processors or by varying the scheduling priorities of threads.
In addition to on-chip memory, the DRAM system is a
congestion area where multiple threads experience varied
execution times. Multi-thread applications can cause interand intra-application contention for the DRAM system
[22]. Contention for shared resources also occurs in
NUMA systems [23], which feature non-uniform memory
access latencies and multiple memory controllers. Even
for a single thread, read and write requests cause interference in the DRAM memory system if both contend for the
memory data bus. A specially designed DRAM-aware
controller [24] tries to service the write requests that are
likely to hit in the DRAM row buffer. This approach can
avoid the performance penalty caused by switching
between read and write requests.
To treat contention for the DRAM system, Mutlu and
Moscibroda [25] presented a fair memory scheduler to
equalize the quality of thread interference (which avoids
prioritizing one particular thread), whereas Nesbit et al.
[26] applied a fair queuing technique to the memory
scheduling system. Among the many mechanisms proposed to reduce memory resource contention, Ebrahimi
et al. [27] proposed a source throttling approach to
directly limit the number of requests that applications can
make to the CPU memory system.
GPU programmers experience a common contention situation that is specific to GPUs, the bank conflict of shared
memory. The padding technique [28] can address this contention situation. Additionally, Bakhoda et al. [29] observed
the contention for the GPU interconnect network and memory controllers using a GPGPU simulator [30].
Reducing the thread block size for a kernel is one method
to relieve memory contention for performance. Barrier
synchronization, however, provides another method to
enhance performance when varied thread block sizes are
involved. Adding artificial barrier synchronization not only
decreases the number of memory accesses at a given time
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Fig. 2. Memory access pattern of the MemTest kernel using 30 blocks and 512 threads per block.

but also keeps (synchronizes) the memory accesses of
threads in phase for data access locality.

3

PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT FROM ARTIFICIAL
BARRIER SYNCHRONIZATION

3.1 An Example
A memory-testing kernel, MemTest, demonstrates the performance difference before and after applying artificial barrier synchronization. MemTest examines the defects of
memory cells in a parallel fashion, similar to the Zero-One
algorithm [31]. Specifically, we test a 480-MB global memory array using 30 512-thread blocks. Each thread checks
8,192 (4-byte) integers and reports its result in its designated
memory space. The output space required for all of the
threads is 60 KB (i.e., 30  512  4).
Algorithm 1 presents the code of MemTest. Initially,
each thread computes three values, the unique thread
index in this kernel grid (tid), the memory address of its
first integer (ptr) and the distance to the next integer
(dist). Several built-in variables for the testing include
the block index within the grid (blockIdx.x), the thread
index within the block (threadIdx.x), the number of
blocks in a grid (gridDim.x) and the number of threads
in a block (blockDim.x). After setting the counter cnt
to zero, each thread performs 1,024 checks per iteration.
Each check involves three operations: 1) the thread loads
one 4-byte integer, 2) the thread increases its counter
by one if the value of the memory cell is nonzero, and 3)
the thread computes the address of the next integer.
Fig. 2 shows the memory access pattern of the memorytesting kernel.

In Line 8 of Algorithm 1, a __syncthreads() command is added. Because each thread handles its individual part and reports the result in its designated memory
space, the __syncthreads() command is unnecessary
for correctness. This artificial barrier, however, improves
the performance. Table 1 shows the execution times for
the kernel with and without the __syncthreads()
command on three GPU devices, GTX 295, GTX 480 and
GTX 690. The additional barrier command reduces the
kernel execution time by 7, 1 and 3 percent on the three
GPU devices, respectively, with standard deviation less
than 0.3 percent.
Additional memory-testing kernels that feature different
access patterns are given in Section 2 of the supplement,
available online.

3.2 Analysis of the Assembly Code
We perform dis-assembly of the binary code of the
MemTest kernel using the cuobjdump tool from the
CUDA Toolkit [32] so as to understand the __syncthreads() command. Fig. 3 shows two differences
between the sync version (i.e., the program with the additional barrier synchronization) and the non-sync version.
First, the sync version contains a __syncthreads()
command, which is one BAR.RED.POPC instruction
along with one IMAD instruction for initialization in
assembly language, as expected. Second, the non-sync
version reorders the instructions of the original C program, i.e., the arithmetic instructions are moved forward
for instruction parallelism.
In addition to those two differences in the assembly code,
the __syncthreads() command serves two functionalities according to the CUDA technical guide [6]. First, the
__syncthreads() command stalls the early warps that
reach the barrier. Second, it guarantees memory access
order (similarly to the __threadfence() command [6]).
To determine which one functionality causes the
performance changes, we further examine the performance and assembly code of the programs using
TABLE 1
Execution Time for the MemTest Kernel
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the assembly code for the MemTest kernel without and with barrier synchronization. Two instructions are added for the
__syncthreads() command, and two instructions are moved for instruction parallelism.

the __threadfence() command and the BAR.ARV
instruction, in which a thread reports its arrival and
continues without waiting for other threads. In brief, we
found that the stalling (delay) effect of the barrier command contributes to the performance of the memorytesting kernel.

3.3 Memory Contention
Because the GPU warps independently execute in the above
example, simultaneous memory requests from multiple
warps could cause memory contention for the cache and
DRAM system. For the GPUs with caches, two warps that
simultaneously request different data with the same cache
line increase the cache misses. For the GPUs without caches,
many warps could issue distant memory requests (in terms
of memory addressing). A wide range of memory accesses,
which are typically distributed across several DRAM memory rows, interfere (pollute) the locality of the DRAM row
buffer, as discussed by Oh et al. [33] and by Alcantara et al.
[34]. Although many memory scheduling strategies, e.g.,
FR-FCFS [35], have been introduced to increase the row
buffer hits, this memory access pattern, which naturally
exhibits a low access locality, constrains the overall
improvement.
Using barrier synchronization, however, enables all of
the warps in a block to synchronously stall and issue
requests for data access locality, therefore reducing the
aforementioned contention. Fig. 4 shows an example of
reducing the memory contention using artificial barrier
synchronization. Suppose that a GPU has a directmapped cache that consists of 6 128-byte cache lines. The
memory segment requested by a warp fits into a cache
line. Specifically, a memory request x is mapped to the
cache line y, where y ¼ x mod 6.
In Fig. 4a, for the cache, memory requests 14 and 20
cause the contention for cache line 2 (i.e., 2 ¼ 14 mod 6;
2 ¼ 20 mod 6). Considering the DRAM, memory
requests 14 and 15 are close to each other but distant
from memory requests 20 and 21 in terms of memory
addressing, which interferes with the access locality of

the row buffer. In contrast, the artificial barrier synchronization reduces the contention for cache lines 2, 3 and
5 and mitigates the interference in the DRAM system,
as shown in Fig. 4b. The data access locality is therefore
preserved because of artificial barrier synchronization.

Fig. 4. Illustration of reducing memory contention using artificial barrier
synchronization. The MemTest kernel uses two thread blocks, each of
which consists of four warps. The dashed-line rectangle in (a) indicates
a contention period; the solid-line rectangle in (b) indicates the corresponding contention period after applying artificial barrier synchronization to the kernel. The synchronization case has a shorter execution
time than the non-synchronization case because of a reduction in the
memory access time, as is the case for memory requests 14 and 20.
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TABLE 2
Notation for the Execution Time Analysis

4

A PROGRAM PATTERN FOR ARTIFICIAL BARRIER
INSERTION

The example we presented does not imply that adding arbitrary barriers can accelerate the application performance. In
most cases, adding barrier synchronization likely hurts the
overall performance. The program pattern presented in
Fig. 1 provides a simpler way to guide the use of artificial
barrier insertion.
This section presents the analysis of the program pattern
and the necessary conditions for inserting barriers into programs for better performance. To clarify the descriptions,
Table 2 lists the notation used in this section.

Fig. 5. Relationship between t and H for the memory-testing kernel on
the GTX 480. The results exhibit an effect of locality preservation.

The memory hit ratio can be further linked with the
locality of the consecutive data accesses. Let t denote the
time between two consecutive memory accesses, in
which the second memory access hits the pre-fetched
data brought by the first access. Assume that the probability of emerging k memory accesses that cause memory
misses between those two accesses follows a Poisson distribution with mean ,
P ðNðtÞ ¼ kÞ ¼

4.1 Analysis of the Program Pattern
The execution time of the program pattern without barrier
synchronization can be modeled as
t ¼ ðm þ cÞ  n:

(1)

In contrast, the execution time of the program pattern
with barrier synchronization is
ts ¼ ðms þ c þ d þ sÞ  n:

(2)

The additional barrier synchronization introduces two
computational overheads: the delay time (d) to wait for all
the warps to reach the synchronization point and the
computational cost of the additional barrier instructions (s).
For memory-intensive applications, c and s are relatively small compared with m and ms . In addition, the
delay caused by the barrier synchronization is connected
to the execution of instructions, specifically the instructions for memory access. Although GPU devices can hide
the memory access time in the computation time, the memory access time dominates the total execution time.
Because warps perform memory operations with few
and simple arithmetic operations in the program pattern,
m or ms cannot be completely hidden in the computation.
The performance difference between the non-sync and
sync versions is therefore attributed to the memory access
time, which is affected by artificial barrier synchronization.
The memory access time, m or ms , is modeled as a function of the memory hit ratio H (e.g., the cache hit ratio),
fm; ms g ¼ a þ ð1  HÞ  b;

(3)

where a is the hit time and b is the miss penalty. The higher
the memory hit ratio, the shorter the memory access time.

et ðtÞk
;
k!

(4)

where NðtÞ is the number of emerging memory accesses
that pollute the locality of the two memory accesses during
the time t. The memory hit ratio H should be proportional
to the probability P ðNðtÞ ¼ 0Þ ¼ et . As two warps with
data access locality execute diversely (i.e., as t increases),
other memory accesses likely pollute the locality of their
memory accesses, thereby decreasing the memory hit ratio
and increasing the memory access time.
Fig. 5 shows the relationship between t and H, as
determined via an experiment in which the MemTest kernel with 30 520-thread blocks was executed on the GTX
480. The experiment used 520-thread blocks as an example
because two consecutive warps could obtain data from the
same 128-byte cache line. We have tried other numbers of
threads, and their results are similar. We obtained different values of t by adjusting the number of iterations in
Line 5 and number of repeats in Line 7 in Algorithm 1 to
keep 8,192 memory accesses per thread but different number of barriers. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the experimental
results demonstrate an effect of locality preservation: the
smaller the t, the higher the cache hit ratio.

4.2 Conditions to Apply Artificial Barrier
Synchronization
This section lists the necessary conditions of the program
pattern in Fig. 1 for the insertion of an artificial barrier based
on the analysis presented in Section 4.1. As shown in Fig. 1,
the program pattern contains three parts in a loop:
1)

Threads perform a sequence of device memory
accesses. The accessed data originally expose a certain level of locality among threads. As threads issue
memory requests independently, their memory
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requests pollute the data access locality, i.e., H is a
decreasing function of t.
Threads perform simple arithmetic or logic computations on the data. The memory access time dominates the total execution time.
An additional barrier regulates the warp execution
and therefore reduces the interference among
threads. Overall, the performance enhancement
relies on the condition that the expense of barrier
synchronization (i.e., d þ s) is smaller than the benefit derived from reducing the memory access time
(i.e., m  ms ).

EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

This study uses two CUDA SDK programs and one DNA
sequence alignment tool, called MUMmerGPU 2.0 [7], to
demonstrate that adding artificial barrier synchronization
indeed improves the performance of real-world applications. Our experimental platform contains three GPU devices, the GTX 295, the GTX 480 and the GTX 690. Section 1 of
the supplement, available online, lists the technical specifications of the two devices. The metric of performance
improvement (r) is defined as follows:
r¼

ðt  ts Þ
;
t

Fig. 6. Performance results for the VecAdd kernel using the barrier
synchronization.

perform addition for more than one element. After performing one addition, all of the threads in a block performs barrier synchronization.

(5);

where ts is the execution time of an application with artificial barrier synchronization and t is the execution time of an
application without artificial barrier synchronization. The
execution time recorded for each test was the average
obtained over 10 runs.

5.1

CUDA SDK Applications: Vector Addition and
Scalar Product
Vector addition and scalar (inner) product computations are
basic numerical functions that are widely used in many
applications. The vector addition kernel, called VecAdd,
loads data, performs additions and then stores the results in
the device memory. Similar to the vector addition kernel,
the scalar product kernel, called ScalarProd, loads data, performs multiply-and-add instructions and then stores the
results in the shared memory. Algorithms 2 and 3 list their
pseudocodes.

For the ScalarProd kernel, the kernel performs the computation for N pairs of vectors concurrently. Each thread
block computes the scalar product for one or several
pairs of vectors. The memory layout of N pairs of vectors is in two large arrays, each of which comprises consecutive elements of N vectors.

Because the vector addition kernel in the CUDA SDK
supports a small vector size (due to the size limit of a kernel
grid), we modified the kernel to allow each thread to

5.2 Performance Evaluation of Two CUDA SDK
Kernels
5.2.1 Vector Addition
We evaluated the effect of artificial barrier synchronization
on vector addition by varying the vector length from 216 to
226 , where each thread performs N=216 additions for vector
length N. Fig. 6 shows the performance improvements of
the vector addition computation yielded by artificial barrier
synchronization. As the vector length increases, the performance improvement r increases to 22 percent.
According to the profiling results for the vector addition
kernel, the L1 and L2 cache hit ratios are zero because each
warp fetches different 128-byte memory segments. Given a
vector length, the sync and non-sync versions have the
same numbers of DRAM reads and writes, and the same
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TABLE 3
Profile of the VecAdd Kernel for Vector Length 226

TABLE 4
Profile of the ScalarProd Kernel for 212 Vectors of Length 215 (GTX 480) and Length 214 (GTX 295)

SM (streaming multiprocessor) occupancy. However, the
sync version, on average, has a shorter memory access time
relative to the non-sync version.
For example, Table 3 lists the memory access time, the
time for addition (Line 5 in the VecAdd kernel) and the barrier synchronization (Line 6 in the VecAdd kernel) for a vector length of 226 . (The measured results in Tables 3 and 4
were obtained using a clock() command [6], which provides the number of clock cycles required by the device to
completely execute a thread.) In this case, the addition and
barrier instructions require only 30-50 and 80-150 clock
cycles, respectively, whereas the memory access and delay
time dominate the total execution time of the VecAdd kernel. Additionally, Table 3 shows the clock reduction ratios,
which correspond to the performance improvements on the
GTX 295, the GTX 480 and the GTX 690.

5.2.2 Scalar Product
We evaluated the effectiveness of adding artificial barriers
to the scalar product computation using two cases: regular
and irregular. In the regular case, all of the vectors have the
same length, whereas in the irregular case, the lengths of
the vectors can vary. One irregular application is a sparsematrix vector multiplication [36], in which nonzero elements of a sparse matrix are transformed into irregular vectors. The experimental parameters include the number of
vectors and the length of the vectors. In the irregular case,
the vectors have a length variance of 20 percent. Because of
the size limitation of the device memory, the maximum
length of a vector evaluated on the GTX 480 and the GTX
690 is 215 ; the maximum length of a vector on the GTX 295 is
214 . Figs. 7 and 8 show the performance results for the regular and irregular cases.
For the regular case, the additional barrier synchronization yields a small performance increase, but it harms the
performance for the cases with shorter vectors, such as for
the GTX 295. This study profiled the execution of the ScalarProd kernel for analyzing the above results as follows.
Two primary computational parts in the ScalarProd kernel are the accumulation (i.e., Lines 3-7 in the ScalarProd
kernel) and the tree reduction (i.e., Line 8 in the ScalarProd

kernel); these components consume most of the total execution time. Table 4 lists the average numbers of clock cycles
per thread for the two parts. Barrier synchronization does
reduce the time to perform the memory access and the
multiple-and-add calculation (denoted as Memory & MAD
in Table 4), but the overhead of the barrier diminishes the
performance advantage.
It should be noted that barrier synchronization also
benefits the tree reduction, which primarily performs tree
reduction on shared memory and barrier synchronization
to guarantee the data consistency. Table 4 indicates
that the performance of the tree reduction part is significantly improved. This result occurs because the delay

Fig. 7. Performance results for the ScalarProd kernel for regular vectors
using barrier synchronization.
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TABLE 5
List of the Benchmarks for the Align Kernel

via texture units. Each GPU thread processes a query
sequence by traversing the suffix tree until a mismatch is
encountered. To avoid redundant searches from the root of
the suffix tree, the Align kernel jumps to the node via the
suffix link for processing the next suffix string. Note that the
Align kernel examines all of the suffix strings of a query
from the longest one to the shortest one. Algorithm 4
presents the pseudocode of the Align kernel.

Fig. 8. Performance results for the ScalarProd kernel for irregular vectors using barrier synchronization.

overhead, i.e., the time to wait for performing tree reduction, decreases. When the accumulation part uses barrier
synchronization, the barrier synchronizes the warps in
the accumulation part. All of the warps in the same
thread block reach the barrier synchronization of the tree
reduction part with slight time differences, resulting in a
smaller delay in performing the tree reduction.
For the irregular case, barrier synchronization can create up to 15.8 and 10.2 percent performance improvements
on the GTX 480 and GTX 690, respectively. Two key factors contribute to these improvements. First, because of
the variance in the vector length, the barrier stalls threads,
which allows them more opportunities to access data that
reside in the cache before the data are evicted by other
threads. For instance, in the case of 4,096 vectors of
approximate size 32,768, the L1 and L2 cache ratios are
enhanced from 13.9 and 14.6 percent to 24.0 and 19.2 percent, respectively, according to the hardware profiling
results for the GTX 480. Second, as mentioned above, barrier synchronization reduces the delay overhead created
in the tree reduction part. For the GTX 295, the performance enhancement occurs primarily because the barrier
in the accumulation part reduces the delay overhead in
the tree reduction part, as shown in Table 4.

5.3 MUMmerGPU 2.0: A Sequence Alignment Tool
MUMmerGPU, a GPU sequence alignment tool, aligns a set
of DNA query sequences to a reference sequence. The alignment tool is used in many practical applications, such as
disease genotyping and personal genomics. Based on previous work [37], MUMmerGPU can handle long reference
sequences and numerous query sequences.
The alignment kernel in MUMmerGPU, called Align,
reports all of the suffixes of query sequences that match the
reference sequence for a minimum match length. The reference sequence is preprocessed as a suffix tree and accessed

According to the program pattern (in Fig. 1), the
alignment kernel has two candidate positions to place
barriers. The first placement (at Line 8) is after the comparison of the string on an edge and a query, which is
performed inside a while-loop execution. The second
placement (at Line 11) is before the end of matching one
suffix string of a query.

5.4 Performance Evaluation of MUMmerGPU
We evaluated the effectiveness of artificial barrier synchronization on the Align kernel using various benchmarks of
MUMmerGPU. Table 5 lists the real-world genome references and their default settings [7]. A query generation tool
[38] extracts reads (queries) of various lengths from the
genome reference. The default number of threads per block
is used, and the number of blocks depends on the number
of queries. All of the alignment results are verified for correctness. Fig. 9 shows the performance improvements
obtained by adding barriers in the first place, in the second
place, and in both places.
Overall, by inserting the artificial barriers into the
Align kernel, the performance improvement ranges from
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Fig. 9. Performance results for the Align kernel using barrier synchronization.

0 to 11 percent, depending on the benchmarks. Programs
with an artificial barrier at the second place typically outperform those with synchronization at the first place. The
reason for this difference is that the number of barriers
performed is greater when the barrier synchronization is
at the first place than when it is at the second place. The
first barrier synchronization incurs a greater computational cost. When using both barriers, the program obtains
a result that is intermediate between those of the first and
second cases.
For the GTX 295, the performance is connected to the
efficiency of the DRAM system. In the same benchmark
(BANTH), the texture cache hit ratio, approximately
45 percent, remains the same before and after the barrier
is used. The slight performance improvement is attributed to acceleration in the memory access to the query
sequences (which are placed in the global memory space).
The first placement increases the global memory read
throughput from 12.83 to 13.01 GB per second; the second
placement increases it from 12.85 to 13.08 GB per second.
For the GTX 480 and GTX 690, the reduction in execution
time corresponds to a reduction in L2 read misses. The L2
read misses result from the global and texture memory
requests. We take the benchmark BANTH for the GTX 480
as an example. The cache profiling results demonstrate that
the first and second placements enable 10 and 17 percent
reductions, respectively, in L2 read misses. The results indicate that barrier synchronization can alleviate the contention for cache and therefore increase the performance.

6

Although memory contention can be reduced by various methods, barrier synchronization opens a door to mitigating the contention in shared-memory systems. In
addition, because GPU barrier synchronization is implemented in hardware, it is a low-overhead solution for programmers to improve the performance of memoryintensive applications.
Our future work includes a number of research directions. First, the exploration of additional program patterns related to barrier synchronization insertion
requires systematic approaches. Second, the design and
implementation of automatic and intelligent methods to
insert barriers into programs is essential to improve the
usefulness of this technique. Third, as the number of
computing cores that can be packed onto one CPU is
increasing, the resource contention caused by massive
threads becomes more serious. Similar experiments on
CPU memory architectures are worth future research.
Finally, other possibilities for relieving the resource contention on GPUs, such as reconfigurable SIMD width,
which is a more lightweight approach to synchronize
memory accesses for performance, will be included in
our future studies.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This study used artificial barrier synchronization, which is
functionally unnecessary, to enhance the performance of
GPU programs. In our model, artificial barrier synchronization relieves contention for the caches and DRAM system
and preserves data access locality. The experimental results
for three real-world applications proved the effectiveness of
adding artificial barrier synchronization to improve memory performance. In addition, this study compared the
effects of this technique on different generations of GPU
devices and found that the three GPU architectures benefit
from the insertion of artificial barrier synchronization under
certain conditions.
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